THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
CATHERINE SMITH1
In 1994, Linda and Mary fell in love. Although their state offered
no legal recognition to same-sex couples, they moved in together, and
proceeded to build a life as a couple. Five years later, through artificial
insemination, Linda gave birth to their child, Lucy. Although Mary was
prohibited from adopting Lucy in their state, the couple raised her jointly
and did what they can to formalize and protect their responsibilities to
one another and to their child. In 2010, Mary, Linda, and Lucy were in a
car accident. Linda and Lucy, then eleven years old, escaped without
injury, but Mary suffered devastating injuries and died days later.
Sexual orientation and gender identity legal scholarship and advocacy offers a broad range of theories and critiques of both successful and
unsuccessful attempts to protect the rights of Linda and Mary; less has
been  dedicated  to  exploring  Lucy’s  legal  rights.2 A potentially expansive
area of sexual orientation and gender identity scholarship is in the realm
of third-party claims – or the legal rights and remedies of those who face
discrimination because of their relation to or association with LGBTs.
This essay focuses on the third-party claims of one important group children.3
Lucy will face a host of roadblocks in seeking rights, privileges and
benefits that children of heterosexual parents are afforded as a matter of
course because of affinity, consanguinity or adoption. Even in the eleven-year parent-child relationship before  Mary’s  death,  Lucy  was  denied  
the right to be adopted by Mary. And had Mary and Linda split up, Lucy
would not be legally entitled to financial support, visitation or a custodial
arrangement with Mary. Immediately after the accident, Lucy could be
denied hospital visitation   for   the   last   days   of   Mary’s   life   because   she  
failed   to   qualify   as   Mary’s   “immediate  family   member.”      Lucy’s  rights  
after  Mary’s  death  are  bleaker.    She  would  not  be  entitled  to  Mary’s  social security benefits or considered an heir to   Mary’s   estate   if   she   died  
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intestate. Lucy would be precluded from bringing a wrongful death
claim or seeking emotional harm recovery from potential defendants.
These are simply a few of the benefits and privileges Lucy and children
like her are denied.4
Sexual orientation and gender identity legal scholars should further
explore and articulate these (and other) disparities between children of
LGBTs and children of heterosexual parents and theorize the potential
actionable rights and remedies of these children -- separate from those of
their parents.
First, there is a dearth of legal scholarship exploring whether children of LGBT parents who raise an equal protection challenge to state
and federal laws that deny them equal rights should be entitled to intermediate scrutiny, not simply rational basis extended to their parents by
most courts. Denying a child of LGBT parents the same benefits of children   of   heterosexuals   results   in   penalizing   a   child   for   “a   characteristic  
determined by causes not within the control of the [] individual, and it
bears  no  relation  to  the  individual’s  ability  to  participate  in  and  contribute  to  society.”5 Under the line of cases applying intermediate scrutiny
to nonmarital children, there is much to mine.
Second, courts often recognize the injuries to children for the failure
to  recognize  LGBT  parents’  relationships,6 yet do not analyze the claim
from a child rights perspective because a child is rarely a party to the
case. For example, in Standhardt v. Superior Court of Arizona, a gay
male  couple  challenged  Arizona’s  same-sex marriage ban as violative of
their fundamental right to privacy under both the federal and state Constitutions.7 After holding that same-sex marriage was not a fundamental
liberty interest, the Arizona Supreme Court upheld the marriage provision  because  the  state’s  limitation  on  marriage  was  rationally  related  to  
its legitimate interests   of   “encouraging   procreation   and   child-rearing
within   the   stable   environment   traditionally   associated   with   marriage.”8
The  court  further  explained  that  “[]although  the  line  drawn  between  couples who marry (opposite sex) and those who may not (same-sex) may
result in some inequity for children raised by same-sex couples, such
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inequity is insufficient to negate the State’s link between opposite-sex
marriage, procreation, and child-rearing.”9
With a distinct focus on the rights of gay plaintiffs, the Standhardt
court summarily  dismissed  these  potential  “inequities”  for  children  raised  
by same-sex couples. However, a child of a same-sex couple as a plaintiff in the suit would make it a more difficult case to summarily dismiss—legally and politically. The court is no longer articulating the
theoretical indirect harms inflicted on the future child of a gay or lesbian
claimant, but is faced with a child, like Lucy, with standing in her own
right to seek recourse for a cognizable state or federal constitutional injury.
Finally, there are theories specific to children, such  as  the  “best  interest   of   the   child”   from   family   law,      that offer compelling arguments
that children of LGBT parents should have the same protections as those
of heterosexual parents.
There are certainly upsides and downsides to pursuing the rights of
children of LGBTs that must be thoroughly vetted. On one hand, a focus
on the rights of children of gays and lesbians offers another avenue to
push for equality by recognizing that discrimination extends to individuals because of their relationship to LGBTs, on the other hand, it may be
viewed as bootstrapping or an end-run around lawful discrimination
against LGBTs. On one hand, a child-centered approach to LGBT issues
may   contribute   to   the   children’s   rights   movement,10 however, the same
principles developed to seek recourse for these children could be used to
challenge the rights of LGBT parents. On one hand, LGBT advocates
could  be  vilified  for  “exploiting”  their  kids,  on  the  other  hand,  the  failure  
to advocate for the rights of children of LGBT parents can be faulted as
well.
This essay does not purport to offer any answers but simply to offer
some thoughts on an area in which litigation and advocacy is bound to
increase exponentially over the next twenty to thirty years, whether those
of us engaged in sexual orientation and gender identity scholarship deem
it worthy of attention or not.
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